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KLEBSTOFF #3 is ready & golden & real.

Again it took us some month to raise a lot of fine designs of our most 
favourite international artists and a bit of money and dental gold too 

to make our little sticker magic happen. The making of this issue was 
even more tricky because we decided to go for an alchemical gold 

edition (since it’s the all-dominant third spectacle now) and so we had 
to wait for some natural dissolutions in order to mine the resources 
for this special effect. Let this edition guide you to another sphere 

of ludic consumerism and experience its magic power by fulfilling the 
spell of consumption by buying it for you and your friends and their 

pals, did we mention its limited again?

your editor charming.





Peekasso
New York, USA





Erosie
Rotterdam, Netherlands

“I have a fascination for today‘s ever-changing 
visual icons. The fi ne line between real, fake, 
really fake and almost real to me is an 
interesting playground. 
As a kid I was fascinated with stickers on cars 
depicting paint splatters. Also drawing a paint 
splat is a strange, forced attempt to capture 
reality, especially if it‘s done on the computer, 
for a lazer-cut stickersheet. Let alone seeing the 
sticker attached on a surface as if it‘s a paint 
splat. There is something very powerful about 
seeing something fake as if it‘s real, but 
discovering it‘s not. Like in real life. 
It‘s a bit like what street art and graffi ti in my 
opinion became over the years, something that 
looks like something it is not but seems to be 
appreciated for exactly that purpose. I guess 
it comes down to how you defi ne the realness 
of what you see and experience, if you even 
care about that to start with of course.”





Knudzich
Bergen, Norway

“If I had been born a few generations ago, I would have been 
one of those guys who would constantly talk about all the ideas 
they would have realized if they just had the artistic talent to do 
so. Luckily enough, I am born into an age where any fool with 
a computer and a photo-copier can realize whatever idea he 
might have. So in addition to facilitating revolutions in Egypt and 
Tunisia, information technology has made it possible for people 
like me to create stickers like these.”

from the series 
of knudzichs 

elevator stickers





This work is made available under the terms of the  
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 license.

You are free:
to Share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work
to Remix – to adapt the work

Under following conditions:
You must attribute the work in the manner specified 
by the author or licensor (but not in any way that 
suggests that they endorse you or your use of the  
work). If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, 
you may distribute the resulting work only under the 
same, similar or a compatible license.

For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to 
others the license terms of this work. The best way 
to do this is with a link to this web page:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get 
permission from the copyright holder. 
Nothing in this license impairs of restricts the 
author´s moral rights.

Hobby176
Dresden, Germany
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Dresden, Germany











„THERE´S NO WORTH TO FUCK THE SYSTEM“
(ALL OVER BODY PROGRAMS)

„CONFESSIONS OF AN SINGLE“

„LOVE IS TRUE“

TRUTH IS DÖRTY

FROM BAND
AN ELEPHANTCHILD SINGS THE SONGS OF THE SUN

VS.

„ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS“

IN VIEW OF

BEKANNT

„ES BRINGT NICHTS DAS SYSTEM ZU FICKEN“

„GESTÄNDNISSE EINES SINGLES“
AUS DER REIHE

(ALLES ÜBER KÖRPERFUNKTIONEN)
VS.

„ES GIBT NICHTS GUTES AUSSER MAN TUT ES“

EIN ELEFANTENKIND SINGT DIE LIEDER DER SONNE

„LIEBE IST WAHR“
UNTER BETRACHTUNG VON

WAHRHEIT IST SCHMUTZIG

KNOWN





Jorge Chamorro
Madrid, Spain 

“The first time I heard the expression ‘la cáscara amarga’ was in 
the summer of 2005, talking with my grandmother, who is a right-wing 
person that goes to church, but she is a gem. She told me that old 
expression named the left-wing people, the people with a critical thinking 
about stablishment.
  
In those days I was finishing my first collages serie and for me it was 
the most critical thing I ever saw, so I thought that ‘la cáscara amarga’ 
could define very well the spirit of those collages. Also, at that time I was 
going to begin to work by myself as freelance graphic designer, after 
ten years working for others. And I wanted (and I still want) my 
professional activity to be coherent with my way of understanding the 
world, I didn‘t want that the essence of those collages could get lost in 
the daily battle of earning money in this trade so close to devil.  
 
Since then I‘ve combined my graphic design work with my personal 
creations that, until now, they‘ve been basically handmade collages, under 
that name. Recently I had the honor and the joy of seing all my collages 
published in a book. Mysteriously, my grand-mother like them, or that‘s 
what she says to me. And I tell her that I make these things in order to 
persuade her to become less of a right winger but it‘s not easy.”





Gregor Körting
Shanghai, China











Katz und Goldt
Berlin, Germany 

Two artists born to draw

Katz & Goldt are the youngest of a whole generation of drawers. They are very 
likeable unaffected persons, bubbly, extrovert and dynamic. They love all 
the normal things in life - to shop, to keep fit, to dance till dawn exuberantly, 
and they are also very religious, drawing regulary in church and that in a most 

“disco‘ncerning” way. They say they had a very normal background as children, 
but their great passion was always for – as they say in Germany – Witzzeichnung.

At the age of five they began to studying national performance dance, and at 
the age of nine they started to study classical performance dance at the national 
performance acadamy. Smithsonian people – we love these smiles on your faces.

If Katz & Goldt appear to love Witzzeichnung more than opera, it is because 
with this genre they had their successes to date. Their versatility, however, also 
encompasses both Gret Palucca dance mysteria and the heritage of Carl Barks. 
And they have – times have changed – worked with many italian artists but 
also with one spanish artist whose name of course needs not to be mentioned.

Now their direction is embarking on personal and artistic revolution once 
again and a large part of their day is dedicated to formally studying singing. 
Katz & Goldt both send a tape of “Vissi d‘Arte” from Puccini‘s “Tosca” and 
“Casta Diva” from Bellini‘s “Norma”, in both classical and pop version to some 
person at Warner Brother‘s Paris offices.

They are considered to be artists “par exellence“ and despite of their age still 
very bubbly and dynamic.





Christophe Lambert
Basel, Switzerland

When and why did you started making stickers?
“I start making stickers in the nineties, at this time, I was really active in the 
underground scene, I was doing a lot of posters for live band and parties and glu 
them in the streets but it was illegal and after a few episode with the police, we 
decide to do some stickers, more discret, practical and also very funny to stick 
them everywhere and fi nd the perfect place.”

Did working outside changed your vision of your art? 
“I come from the skateboard scene at the end of the eighties, it‘s something who 
really change your vision of a city, everything you see become a new game 
possibilities... I thing, I keep this vision of game when I am walking down the 
streets. I like to see some marks on the wall,... it‘s a sign that a city is living...

I don‘t considere myself as a street-artist, my way to work is different even if 
iam really inspired by the city-life, every wallpainting I done were offi cial even if 
they were organised by streeters,... posters, stickers and whatever are done 
before, the only work outside is to glu them,... what is really interessant in 
this way is to see how your work is getting older in the streets,... fi nd a piece 
of a stickers 2 years after... 

Because you said this is your claim for 2011, are you able to 
explain your thoughts about “nowhere”? 

“... the idea of this project is really to invest spaces, reappropriate everything, no 
matter where you are, the place become yours... It‘s also maybe personnal in 
a way, a question about who are you and where are you living, I don‘t feel to be 
affi liated in a place, I am from nowhere or maybe we are from everywhere?” 





Fuzz!Gun
Erfurt, Germany

“Fuzzgun 91 is Mudhoney song. Its been my 
favourite song for a long time and i still gotta shake 
and vibrate while listening to it. I love screenprinting, 
graffi ti & making music with my friends. 
Gigposters are the thing. Producing those makes 
my blood run smoking hot. Doing a poster for a show, 
spreading it, joining the show, freaking out dancing, 
getting drunk, being stupid and having a hangover 
the next day is a homogenic creative experience 
that change my life.”





Scores out of ten 
London, United Kingdom 

Scores out of ten is an ongoing project where things are evaluate 
on a scale of ten. The results are photographed and posted on Facebook, 
grouped into their respective pages, to create a gallery for each score.

Giving something a score out of ten is not as easy as it sounds.

Online we anonymously cast our opinions by rating what we see with the 
simple click of a mouse. Yet this is a passive activity, intangible and 
ultimately unsatisfying: Results are either limited to “like” and “dislike” 
or are aggregated to give an “average” score, and your individual opinion 
is lost in the midst of hundreds, thousands, sometimes millions of others.

Out in the real world, rating this very much an active task. In giving 
something a score out of ten, you are publicly stating your opinion - what 
you think. People may agree or disagree with your score. But it is your 
opinion, final and decisive. There is no “average score” to hide behind.

In a world that is increasingly measured by what “most people” think, this 
project investigates people´s individual opinions, and provides a plattform 
for those ideas to be seen and heard. Be they 4/10 or 10/10. 
Try it out for yourself, and post the photos at www.scoresoutoften.com













Paul Barsch
Dresden, Germany





Harthorst live and work in Berlin, Germany
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